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THIS IS NOT AN OFFER FOR SECURITIES. FUTHERMORE, ANY SECURITIES 
ISSUED BY KING DOLLAR MONEY LIMITED ARE NOT REGISTERED UNDER THE 
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE “ACT”), THE SECURITIES LAWS 
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO, OR UNDER THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY 
OTHER STATE OR JURISDICTION IN RELIANCE UPON THE EXEMPTIONS FROM 
REGISTRATION PROVIDED BY THE ACT AND REGULATION CF PROMULGATED 
THEREUNDER, AND THE COMPARABLE EXEMPTIONS FROM REGISTRATION 
PROVIDED BY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS. 
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NO PERSON IS AUTHORIZED TO GIVE ANY INFORMATION OR MAKE ANY 
REPRESENTATION NOT CONTAINED IN THE PLAN AND ANY INFORMATION OR 
REPRESENTATION NOT CONTAINED HEREIN MUST NOT BE RELIED UPON.  
NOTHING IN THIS PLAN SHOULD BE CONSTRUED AS LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE. 

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY HAS PROVIDED ALL OF THE 
INFORMATION STATED HEREIN.  THE COMPANY MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY AS TO THE COMPLETENESS OF THIS 
INFORMATION OR, IN THE CASE OF PROJECTIONS, ESTIMATES, FUTURE PLANS, OR 
FORWARD LOOKING ASSUMPTIONS OR STATEMENTS, AS TO THEIR 
ATTAINABILITY OR THE ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF THE ASSUMPTIONS 
FROM WHICH THEY ARE DERIVED, AND IT IS EXPECTED THAT EACH PROSPECTIVE 
INVESTOR WILL PURSUE HIS, HER, OR ITS OWN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION.   

IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT ESTIMATES OF THE COMPANY’S 
PERFORMANCE ARE NECESSARILY SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF UNCERTAINTY 
AND MAY VARY MATERIALLY FROM ACTUAL RESULTS.   

DISTRIBUTION OF THIS MEMORANDUM TO ANY PERSON OTHER THAN THE 
PROSPECTIVE INVESTOR TO WHOM THIS MEMORANDUM IS DELIVERED BY THE 
COMPANY AND THOSE PERSONS RETAINED TO ADVISE THEM WITH RESPECT 
THERETO IS UNAUTHORIZED.   

ANY REPRODUCTION OF THIS MEMORANDUM, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, OR 
THE DIVULGENCE OF ANY OF THE CONTENTS WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN 
CONSENT OF THE COMPANY IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.   

EACH PROSPECTIVE INVESTOR, BY ACCEPTING DELIVERY OF THIS 
MEMORANDUM, AGREES TO RETURN IT AND ALL OTHER DOCUMENTS RECEIVED 
BY THEM TO THE COMPANY IF THE PROSPECTIVE INVESTOR’S SUBSCRIPTION IS 
NOT ACCEPTED OR IF THE OFFERING IS TERMINATED.  

BY ACCEPTANCE OF THIS PLAN, PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS RECOGNIZE AND 
ACCEPT THE NEED TO CONDUCT THEIR OWN THOROUGH INVESTIGATION AND 
DUE DILIGENCE BEFORE CONSIDERING A PURCHASE OF THE UNITS.  THE 
CONTENTS OF THIS PLAN SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED TO BE INVESTMENT, TAX, 
OR LEGAL ADVICE AND EACH PROSPECTIVE INVESTOR SHOULD CONSULT WITH 
THEIR OWN COUNSEL AND ADVISORS AS TO ALL MATTERS CONCERNING AN 
INVESTMENT IN THIS COMPANY. 
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SUMMARY OF THE MASTER ACTION PLAN 

A. Definitions 

King Dollar Money Limited – a Colorado based Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business, fiduciary for the 
King Dollar Trust and General Partner of the United States Association Partnership. 
King Dollar Trust – Trust setup in Colorado to hold the property of USA Partners who are the exclusive beneficiaries. 
United States Association Partnership – a Colorado based Limited Liability Partnership Association established by 
the members of the King Dollar Club.  The Partners agree to exchange property held in the King Dollar Trust via the 
North American Transaction System.  The General Partner will be King Dollar Money Limited while Limited Partners 
are required to be North American residents (via vetted proof of residency).  Limited Partner status may be created 
for children and minors by their parent(s) or legal guardian. 
King Dollar Club – a private virtual club open to North American residents who agree to follow the Silver Rule – 
“Do not do unto others as you would not have done unto you” - and engage in transactions of King Dollar Trust 
certificates across Distributed Ledger Technology.  To Join the Club and reserve their position in Line for the USA 
Partnership individuals must have a reusable Ticket to Ward code in order to receive their respective allotment of 
Energy reWards.  Reusable Ticket to Ward codes are posted on Youtube by various Ticket to Ward owners who see 
the potential in sharing their unique code with their developed human network of followers/patrons and the public at 
large to attract more individuals to the King Dollar Club.  Reserve positions in Line at www.kingdollar.money.  The 
Amish already have a Ticket to Ward and are joining the Line…  
North American Transaction System – a Blockchain based transaction system using King Dollar Money Limited’s 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract enabling USA Partners to transfer payment for goods and services with deferred 
income with no capital gains without any intermediaries or their excessive fees.  The transactions fees assessed when 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contracts close are disbursed primarily to Owners of King Dollars (25%) & Owners of 
King Dollar Energy reWards (73%) maintaining the currency within the network.  
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract – A personal, professional or commercial digital contract created by a 
member of the King Dollar Club opening the opportunity for Club members to 1) transfer King Certificates 
representing members’ personal property (currency) held in the King Dollar Trust, 2) acquire goods/services from 
other Club members and 3) act as their own escrow agents without an intermediary in order to connect the physical 
world with the digital world.  An important benefit of King Dollar Money Limited’s Decentralized Coded Escrow 
Contract is the capability to leave reviews of interactions with other members on an immutable ledger. 
King Certificates – Certificates for property (currency) held by the King Dollar Trust enabling the beneficiaries of 
the Trust to transfer currency between one another without an intermediary.  Each King Certificate is redeemable for 
the same amount of underlying currency that the King Certificates represent.  King Certificates are collateralized by 
the King Dollar Money Limited’s King Dollars held in the King Dollar Trust.  This establishes the first Silver 
collateralized decentralized exchange in the world.  King Certificates use the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract 
operating on Distributed Ledger Technology to ensure transparent accounting and linkage between the Trust’s 
property (currency) and King Certificates.  The primary King Certificate is the King Dollar, secondary King 
Certificates include King Bit (Bitcoin), King Lite (Litecoin), King E (EOS) and King Piv (PIVX).  With currency held 
in the King Dollar Trust, beneficiaries enjoy deferred income with no capital gains until they withdraw their property 
from the Trust when they choose to assume personal ownership as dictated by their personal wants and needs.  When 
transactions to acquire goods or services are conducted between beneficiaries of the King Dollar Trust - individuals, 
associations, private businesses – using King Certificates there is no cost basis to calculate and no income to report. 
King Dollars – Deed of ownership for U.S. Mint Legal Tender Dollars of Silver vaulted in Utah by United Precious 
Metals Association.  King Dollars are non-taxable property and can be used as collateral for Metal Miner Invoice 
Factoring.  The pool of King Dollar owners enjoy 25% of the transaction fees generated from all completed 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract AND no vaulting or insurance fees. 
Metal Miner Invoice Factoring – a new concept, a new value proposition designed to cut off the perceived supply 
of precious metals available to be sold at CME Group announced debt currency exchange rates.  King Dollar Money 
Limited will use King Dollars as collateral to acquire Metal Miner’s invoices in exchange for their precious metal 
doré.  King Dollar Money Limited will offer industrial users and investors to pay-off the invoice in exchange for the 
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precious metal doré.  The excess margin earned by King Dollar Money Limited will be split between the King Dollar 
owners, Energy reWard owners and King Dollar Money Limited. 
Energy reWards – the accounting of rewards generated from the small transaction fees every time a Decentralized 
Coded Escrow Contract is completed.  Only 1,000,000 Energy reWards will ever be created and will be split between 
the King Dollar Trust, King Dollar Money Limited and the individuals who reserve a position in the King Dollar Club 
Line (in a decreasing ladder formation).  Energy reWards earn 73% of the transaction fee charged in the Decentralized 
Coded Escrow Contract.  Energy reWards provide energy security but are NOT an SEC “Security” as there is no 
investment of capital to acquire them before the North American Transaction System’s private launch.  ReWards 
provide an avenue of valuation of the King Dollar Club as Energy reWard owners receive King Certificates. 
Ticket to Ward – these tickets are sold by King Dollar Money Limited to those who have reserved a position in the 
King Dollar Club Line after they discover and submit a reusable ticket code with their reservation request.  Purchased 
tickets also grant the owner access to Documentaries (downloadable) produced by King Dollar Money Limited.  A 
reusable Ticket to Ward is required to enter the Line and a ticket code can be found on Youtube.  A Ticket to Ward 
cannot be acquired until the individual has already reserved a position in the King Dollar Club Line.  An aspiring King 
Dollar Club member must use another member’s Ticket to Ward code.  Tickets to Ward are reusable codes and the 
owners receive 1% of the future transaction fees generated by the individuals who use their Ticket to Ward code to 
reserve a position in the King Dollar Club Line.  A Ticket to Ward can be acquired by sending 1 Dollar of Silver (U.S. 
Mint 1 oz Ag .999 to the company’s principal offices: 154 Virginia Ct, Alamo CA 94507.  Individuals may use a 
reusable ticket code to join the King Dollar Club Line and then purchase a Ticket to Ward and refer their network in 
order to capture future yield from their entire human network.  This 1 level marketing scheme is baked into the “pi.” 
King Dollar Club Line – “Join Join Join the Line Line Line!” before others to reserve a pre-determined number of 
Energy reWards.  The decreasing ladder formation of Energy reward distribution incentivizes individuals to be first 
movers and join the line before other North American residents realize the power of the Energy reWard structure. 
Cryptocurrency aWards – also known as Crypto aWards are Cryptocurrency certificates offered by the USA 
Partnership using the King Dollar Trust that provide a sponge for the inflationary units of the decentralized Proof of 
Work cryptocurrencies supported by the Trust.  Crypto aWards are issued via King Certificates to the beneficiaries 
who opt-in and supply their computing power to the King Dollar Club mining pools when the pool solves blocks.  The 
King Dollar Trust holds the private keys protecting the Crypto aWard recipients from taxable income and cost basis 
denominate in “USD”.  
North American Resident – an individual living in the States of the Union (including Hawaii), Mexico and Canada. 
Federal Reserve Note – a promissory note issued by the not federal no reserve credit monopoly cartel that has no 
settlement date, no interest rate and factually only redeemable for another federal reserve note.  A currency proffered 
of an insurrection against the United States’ Constitution.  The United States Treasury states: “the notes have no value” 
but legal tender laws require them to be accepted by corporations.  Private businesses are free to develop their own 
policies on whether or not to accept federal reserve notes unless there is a State law which says otherwise. 
“USD” – NOT a United States Dollar but an unlimited digital claim on a federal reserve note created electronically 
by the federal reserve corporate banks and credit unions.  “USD” represents digital debt that the users owe to 
themselves in the future.  “USD” steals energy, liberty and time from the future to allow users to consume and 
exchange today.  A mathematical fallacy! 
A Ward Auction – a new auction mechanism that flips the traditional concept on its head.  With a Ward Auction 
participants experience an increasing value of the certificates they hold.  A decentralized auction where a pool of 
currency is delivered to the participants at an increasing exchange rate for each certificate until all currency is 
evaporated from the pool while each participant determines when their value is reached.  In a Ward Auction there is 
no guarantee each participant will receive any currency, unless they capture an exchange rate during the auction.  The 
certificate can either be sent to the auctioneer’s account or transferred to the participant with the requested currency. 
A payWard Contract – a decentralized coded contract enabling the acquisition of goods or services while the 
payment is delivered to the counterparty based upon the yield from the King Dollars and/or Energy reWards held in 
the contract.  A payWard contract can either be set for a specific amount of yield or a pre-determined amount of time. 
King Metal Card – a tamper resistant physical card infused with a documented weight of precious metal doré utilizing 
the latest cryptographic technology to enable USA Partners to complete non-digital private peer-to-peer transactions.   
Proof of record – a process where an individual’s personal ownership of a product/property/idea or support of an 
individual/community/idea is published on a series of immutable ledgers with the goal “never to be forgotten in the 
future.” 
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B. The Company 

King Dollar Money Limited (the “Company”), was formed in January 2018, with the purpose of 
creating a better monetary transaction system than currently exists.  The Company’s legal structure 
was formed as a limited liability company (LLC) under the laws of the State of Colorado on 
January 31, 2018.  Its principal offices are presently located at 154 Virginia Ct, Alamo, California 
94507.  The Company’s telephone number is 719-310-1270.  The Managing Member of the 
Company is Marc Ward while Directors are Teresa West and Andrew Piacine. The Company will 
also do business as the Collective Conscious Film Company and produce relevant documentaries. 

C. Overview 

 What does the company do? 
King Dollar Money Limited develops and deploys software solutions enabling individuals to 
transact between each other without a third party intermediary in both legal tender digital dollars 
of silver and decentralized cryptocurrencies.  
 
King Dollar Money Limited will invite individuals to join a private association, King Dollar Club, 
which will start a new Partnership, United States Association Partnership, to start a Trust, King 
Dollar Trust, in order to create the incentives and capability required to maximize the benefits to 
future customers utilizing the unique software solutions. 

 What is unique about the company? 
The Company will establish the North American Transaction System to manifest a superior value 
proposition and energy exchange that will compete with the federal reserve banking cartel and its 
increasing debt on debt accounting mechanism.  This new transaction system proposed by King 
Dollar Money Limited provides a legal and lawful money transaction platform between members 
without an intermediary. 
 
The Company will provide legal tender money (U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver) and cryptocurrency 
coupled with a Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract for primary and secondary transactions 
within the economy while the underlying property (currency) is held in a Trust.  The Decentralized 
Coded Escrow Contract uses Distributed Ledger Technology to enable buyers to submit payment 
into escrow, receive the seller’s private information and become their own escrow agent to 
complete the transaction.  This benefits sellers because they do not need to waste time and energy 
dealing with scammers and “looky-loo’s.”  Future participants benefit because a record/opinion of 
the transaction can be logged on an immutable ledger.  Owners of King Dollars (certificates for 
U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver) benefit because 25% of transaction fees are distributed to these money 
holders.  Member participants who own Energy reWards benefit because the 1 million Energy 
reWards (hard cap) receive 73% of the transaction fees. 
 
The Company has decided to take a different approach than any other competitor existing today 
and will invite North American Residents to join a new United States Association Partnership.  
This will result in a digital, online private association with better money than real life.  To be a 
beneficiary of the Trust a North American Resident is required to be a Limited Partner of USA 
Partnership and a member of the King Dollar Club.  Individuals must join the Club before they 
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will be able to become Limited Partners in the USA Partnership.  By establishing a Club using 
Legal Tender Dollars of Silver, individuals can trade and transact currency without an 
intermediary.  The goal is to displace the current banking system and attract more members 
because the King Dollar Trust offers deferred income, no capital gains and YIELD to members 
who own King Dollars and/or Energy reWards. 
 
The Company focuses on U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver and will link digital certificates of this money 
to the productive economy which will enable efficient transfers of energy and energy derivatives.  
 
Silver is the strategic metal of the digital age.  Not ironically, no government or organization has 
clearly stated this to the general public in hopes that no one will notice.  The “USD” price 
announcements from the CME Group’s “futures exchange” has stripped the desire of our neighbors 
to store their excess energy in silver bullion due to the giffen good effect.  The Company has the 
concept to reverse this downward trend in desire to obtain silver bullion which will provide the 
psychological spark required for individuals to store their wealth in this “old-made-new-again” 
currency. 
 
In addition to peer to peer real time transfers, no King Dollars will incur a holding, vaulting or 
insurance fee as the Company will use its resources to cover these costs with a target of 70 years 
of vaulting cost reserves in order to maximize the NATS going concern. 

 What big problem does it solve? 
The Company solves the biggest problem known to society.  The Company provides a better 
alternative with greater utility than the cabal’s central bank debt promissory note system everyone 
was born into and forced to participate with. 
 
Our society lives as prisoners of these regional “central banks” and when the prisons close, very 
few will have capability to buy and sell the necessary goods and services because they lack a 
fungible currency.  

 How does the company propose to solve this big problem? 
The Company will connect Legal Tender Dollars of Silver with Distributed Ledger Technology 
using a Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract in order to disrupt the debt currency paradigm 
proffered by businessmen, academics and politicians today. 
 
While conceptually all cryptocurrencies can be exchanged for legal tender, and a handful are even 
loosely linked to a national debt currency, none actually are legal tender.  The current centralized 
exchanges announce the “USD” exchange rates of the Coinbase Inc. accepted cryptocurrencies 
effectively making them subordinate to the central bank cabal. 
 
By contrast the King Dollar Certificate functions like a deed to certify the bearer’s whole or partial 
ownership of a specified amount of real, nationally-issued money, held in Trust, redeemable by 
the certificate bearer on demand.   
 
In this respect, the King Dollar acts like the U.S. Silver Certificates authorized to exist by 
Executive Order 11110. 
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"With the stroke of a pen, Mr. Kennedy was on his way to putting the federal reserve bank of 
New York out of business.  If enough of these silver certificates were to come into circulation 
they would have eliminated the demand for federal reserve notes."  

The King Dollar ‘promise to redeem’ rests firmly on 100% vaulted, insured, U.S. Mint legal tender 
Dollars of Silver in tangible specie form held by the King Dollar Trust as a member of the United 
Precious Metals Association, vaulted by Brinks and currently insured with Lloyds of London. 

 
King Certificates function like a deed to certify the bearer’s whole or partial ownership of a 
specified amount of property, held in Trust, delivered to the certificate bearer on demand with 
decentralized software protocols.  Each cryptocurrency held in Trust can also be redeemed by the 
beneficiary for an equivalent amount of property and sent to the member’s personal public key 
sent over the particular protocol without an intermediary because Distributed Ledger Technology 
offers these benefits. 

 What unique service will help the company outperform competitors? 
The Company will separate the exchange value of King Dollars (U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver) from 
the futures market “spot price” and enable commodities to free float between one another based 
upon desire of each individual to acquire because King Dollars earn a yield and have no holding 
cost.  The CME Group announces the exchange rates in “USD” for contracts for non-deliverable 
and taxable 1,000 bars of silver.  These contracts settle in “USD” and are not Legal Tender.  The 
Company will enable individuals to trade deliverable, non-taxable 1 oz U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver 
that have a yield and utility.  King Dollar Certificates are also divisible as required (this utility 
drives more value into each unit versus stealing value by increasing the number of currency units).  
 
The Company knows the exchange rates of King Dollars will increase because the Company will 
initiate Metal Miner Invoice Factoring and King Dollars are not tradeable for “USD” or federal 
reserve notes within the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract and NATS. 
 
Metal Miner Invoice Factoring is a concept developed by Marc Ward and Drew Piacine.  Using 
King Dollars (digital certificates for U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver) as collateral, the USA Partnership 
can acquire precious metal miner invoices in exchange for their metal doré.  The Company will 
offer the invoice to a 3rd party (industrial user, corporate user or individuals) to complete the 
payment in exchange for the precious metal doré acquired through the invoice factoring.  The King 
Dollars are returned to their owners and the excess margin of metal doré will then be distributed, 
tax free, between to the King Dollar Owners, the USA Partnership (through ownership of Energy 
reWards) and the Company via King Metal Cards. 
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Metal Miner Invoice Factoring will cut off the perceived supply of precious metals to the CME 
Group brokers and give rise to the situation where no one will listen to the CME Group 
announcements because their contracts do not deliver any physical metal.  This will create 
competition for the narrow supply of silver and gold doré and in return drive up exchange rates of 
these precious metals.  An increase in price with limited supply and unique utility will engage a 
positive giffen good psychological effect while no taxes are owed to any State or Corporation 
given State Legal Tender laws and the United States Mining Law of 1872. 
 
The Company will use the protection of the Mining Law of 1872 to produce cryptographic verified 
semi-refined precious metal cards in order to distribute tax-free income to USA Partners.  These 
King Metal Cards will be infused with a documented weight of precious metal doré to enable USA 
Partners to complete non-digital private peer-to-peer transactions.  These King Metal Cards will 
replace “cash” just like King Certificates will replace “USD”.  The documentation of the weight 
and purity of the printed metal will be published on immutable ledgers and can be verified without 
an intermediary.  The capability to insert Yubico’s Yubikey technology makes these King Metal 
Cards both viable and disruptive to the global economy. 
 
No competitors are using EOS.IO Distributed Ledger Technology to enable individuals to transfer 
ownership of certificates.  The rise of Bitcoin and blockchain technology has ushered in a new era 
of a cryptographically sound and secure medium of exchange.  The exchange value of 
cryptocurrencies results from their ability to update data on a distributed ledger while preventing 
double spending.  Each cryptocurrency consists of different qualities that result in the desire of 
other humans to acquire, use and hold.  
 
The impact to the not federal no reserve debt banking system from the Mathematics and utility 
underlying decentralized cryptocurrencies cannot be understated.  A benefit not well advertised 
from the use and implementation of cryptocurrencies is the ability to reduce counterparty risk.  
Currently all entities rely on the not federal no reserve debt banking system to settle payments and 
transfers of energy. 
 
Cryptocurrencies represent an energy derivative whose going concern can be estimated based upon 
the current and projected network strength.  The desire by individuals, companies and institutions 
to use specific cryptocurrencies as a means to settle payments and transfer energy will increase the 
going concern for the protocol.  This increase in strength results in more desire to hold the 
currency.  Proof of Work cryptocurrencies allow distributed computing power to both sustain the 
network and earn the inflationary units by supplying computing power to solve the blocks. 
 
Cryptocurrency aWards, also known as Crypto aWards, are exclusive to the USA Partnership and 
the King Dollar Trust.  For the first time individuals can opt-in and use their excess computing 
power and electricity in order to earn non-taxable income exempt from capital gains by mining 
cryptocurrency directly into the King Dollar Trust.  When Limited Partners of the USA Partnership 
mine cryptocurrencies directly to a King Dollar Trust owned cryptocurrency address they receive 
98% of the generated property in the form of King Certificates ready to be spent via Decentralized 
Coded Escrow Contracts.  The remaining 2% from the block reward is allocated to the Energy 
reWard owners. 
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This is a revolutionary concept because members of the King Dollar Club can strengthen the 
network effect of the Proof of Work cryptocurrencies used by the NATS Network while earning 
spendable digital currency units without owning the private keys of the underlying cryptocurrency.  
Without owning the private keys, the King Dollar Trust beneficiaries see all the benefits of mining 
cryptocurrency without ever setting a cost basis in “USD”.  

In effect, Crypto aWards are no different than Airline Corporations allowing a customer’s 
computer power to earn the individual excess Corporate Airline points.  These same airline points 
are not considered income and can only be spent within the Corporation’s network on goods and 
services.  There are very real limitations to Corporate Airline point systems as no customer knows 
how many points a particular airline has issued at any one time.  Also, there is no capability to 
exchange one Airline’s points for another Airline’s points.  However, the Crypto aWard offering 
provides unique benefits to the individual who earns them.  Linked to the Decentralized Coded 
Escrow Contract, Crypto aWards are delivered to the beneficiary in the form of King Certificates 
and can immediately be spent within the NATS Network without an intermediary for goods or 
services, exchanged for other King Certificates or withdrawn to an individual’s private key. 

Crypto aWards strengthen the cryptocurrency protocols the USA Partnership supports and 
increases the value of the NATS Network without generating any tax liability from the computing 
power work performed.  

Cryptocurrency aWards and the King Certificates they generate change the game for individuals 
and communities.  Now, money will grow from computers with input of electricity. 

Given the fact that currencies are economic giffen goods, individuals will be attracted to an 
increasing strength.  The mathematically encoded scarcity induces a value increase as more 
individuals bring their desire, time and energy to these decentralized protocols. 
 
Given Metcalfe's law and the knowledge that distributed ledgers are in fact telecommunications 
networks, the value of any protocol is proportional to the number of interconnected people 
squared.  The giffen good psychological effect creates a positive feedback loop and manifests a 
self actualizing currency to be used by those individuals to settle payments or track goods and 
services.  While cryptocurrencies are getting easier to use every day and security is very strong, 
the leap to daily use has, so far, been hard for the mainstream public.  The intrinsic value of silver 
backed up by cryptography and Distributed Ledger (blockchain) Technology aims to solve these 
issues.  Ward’s Clause is added to Metcalfe’s law and states: 1) you cannot value a network in 
debt and 2) the value compounds when immutable knowledge is added to the network. 
 
The consensus algorithm, Distributed Proof of Stake, utilized by the Decentralized Coded Escrow 
Contract is beyond the scope of this business plan but can be reviewed in the North American 
Transaction System White Paper. 
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 Legal Tender Silver Benefits: 
1: Not Taxable Property 

Legal tender is a special kind of personal property, constituting government authorized coins, 
currencies and bank notes legally approved to serve as a medium of exchange and for payment of 
public and private obligations.  When used as a medium of exchange, legal tender is expressly 
exempt from taxation, per se.  However, typical cryptocurrencies are not treated this way.  On 
March 26, 2014 The United States Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) released Notice 2014-21, 
“IRS Virtual Currency Guidance.”  But, remember, “USD” is an unlimited virtual currency. 
 
Notice 2014-21 first reaffirms that virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin do “not have legal tender 
status in any jurisdiction,” and then goes on to state that “[i]f the fair market value of property 
received in exchange for virtual currency exceeds the taxpayer’s adjusted basis of the virtual 
currency, the taxpayer has a taxable gain.”  In other words, without legal tender status, the “means 
of the exchange” is regarded as a separate part of the trade and is also measured in transactions, 
regardless of whether the trading of other property might otherwise be tax neutral.  A week after 
the IRS notice, it was no joke that on April Fool’s day of 2014, in an article and video interview 
published in Yahoo Finance, CNBC contributor Gina Sanchez lamented: 
 
"It's a terrible thing," says Sanchez of Bitcoin's IRS categorization. "This is already a really 
negative story, in my opinion. What this says is every time you make a transaction, you basically 
have to keep track of your capital gains — every transaction." 
 
She added in the interview portion, “That’s ridiculous.  If you are using it to buy coffee, that’s 
ridiculous.”  While property is often afforded preferential treatment in terms of long-term capital 
gains tax rates, short-term gains and losses are generally not granted these lower rates.  Daily 
market value fluctuations in an actively used cryptocurrency can create an accounting nightmare, 
even if tax treatment itself is not adverse for a specific user.  The writing is on the wall for virtual 
currency users.  Since the release of that 2014 notice: 1) the federal judiciary has authorized the 
IRS to serve John Doe summons on Coinbase Inc., seeking information about U.S. taxpayers who 
conducted transactions in convertible virtual currency; 2) the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) has declared that Bitcoin (like other virtual currencies) falls within the broad 
definition of a “commodity”; and 3) U.S. banking regulators have signaled that financial regulatory 
requirements should extend to activity involving bitcoin and other virtual currencies.  Legally, 
transactions employing anything other than legal tender as a medium of exchange are treated as 
barter transactions, so what was previously a simple purchase of a good or service now requires 
an income gain or loss analysis (unless the recipient never owns the currency) under § 1001 of the 
Internal Revenue Code, which reads in part as follows: 
(a) Computation of gain or loss.—The gain from the sale or other disposition of property shall 
be the excess of the amount realized therefrom over the adjusted basis… 
b) Amount realized.—The amount realized from the sale or other disposition of property shall be 
the sum of any money received plus the fair market value of the property (other than money) 
received. … 
While daunting to contemplate compliance with these provisions, they nevertheless constitute the 
state of the law for U.S. citizens engaged in the use of cryptocurrencies. 
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2. United States Constitution Authorized Payments of Debt 
In stark contrast to the bookkeeping obstacles and complexities of barter transactions, which 
require tracking the taxpayer’s tax basis in the non-legal-tender medium of exchange, federal law 
simply provides: 
 
“United States coins and currency (including federal reserve notes and circulating notes of federal 
reserve banks and national banks) are legal tender for all debts, public charges, taxes, and dues.” 
U.S. precious metal minted coinage is expressly included within the definition of legal tender.  
Moreover, recent years have witnessed a growing trend among the several States to adopt 
legislation expressly recognizing U.S. minted precious metal coin as legal tender.  Such action 
reinforces existing federal law while also constituting an exercise of each State’s reserved right 
under the United States Constitution which provides that “No State shall ... make anything but 
gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts.” 
 
For example, in 2011 the Utah legislature adopted the Specie Legal Tender Act by which it became 
the first State in more than a century to expressly recognize gold and silver coin as a legally 
authorized medium of exchange and to eliminate state capital gains taxes on the same.  
Amendments adopted in 2012 dealt with how to calculate and remit sales taxes on purchases 
consummated in specie legal tender.  In 2014, Oklahoma adopted similar specie legal tender 
legislation.  That same year Texas and Louisiana enacted elements of the foregoing, and Texas 
even authorized a state-run, gold repository.  In 2017, Arizona likewise recognized specie legal 
tender and abolished state capital gains taxes on gold and silver.  At present, five states have laws 
expressly recognizing dollar coins of gold and silver as legal tender, including two statutes that 
date from the 19th century. 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Lane County v. Oregon, 74 U. S. 71 (1868) that in the 
performance of its “essential functions” a State possesses broad powers to specify acceptable 
tender for the payment of taxes: 
 
“If, therefore, the condition of any State, in the judgment of its legislature, requires the collection 
of taxes in kind, that is to say, by the delivery to the proper officers of a certain proportion of 
products, or in gold and silver bullion, or in gold and silver coin, it is not easy to see upon what 
principle the national legislature can interfere with the exercise, to that end, of this power, original 
in the States, and never as yet surrendered.” 
 
Whether paying for goods or services specie legal tender is an authorized medium of exchange. 

3. Allows for Choice in Currency 
Functionally, the United States today has five distinct legal tender currency standards—Gold, 
Silver, Platinum, and base metal coins, as well as the federal reserve note. 
 
Silver is a finite commodity currency while a federal reserve Note is an infinite debt currency.  
Silver bullion stores the human energy and effort that went into creating the coin and its exchange 
value is dependent upon the collective desire for this stored human effort at that moment in time.  
A federal reserve note represents a Cabal-Owes-You from the not federal no reserve cabal.  This 
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Cabal-Owes-You is not redeemable for any commodity, but, illogically, only redeemable for 
another Cabal-Owes-You promise (if you can access the private property at the not federal no 
reserve cabal.    
 
Legally the United States Code does not define a "dollar" while the courts have attempted to: “a 
dollar is a dollar regardless of the physical embodiment of the currency.” 
 
In the real world, however, the kind of currency exchanged carries enormous implications. 
 
King Certificates will manifest as certificates on the EOS.IO DPoS blockchain. 
 
As fiduciary for the King Dollar Trust, King Dollar Money Limited will be responsible for the 
management and accounting of the certificates under the King Dollar EOS account to ensure every 
King Dollar and King Certificate is redeemable in the appropriate amount of U.S. Mint Dollars of 
Silver and cryptocurrency. 
 
Any user who acquires a King Dollar certificate will NOT be responsible for the vaulting or 
insurance cost of the underlying coins.  To cover this incremental cost required to safely store 
Dollars of Silver, King Dollar Money Limited has derived a number of future funding sources 
ensuring the ability to maintain the trust of the King Dollar user base. 
 
The reason King Dollar Money Limited chose U.S. Mint Silver 1 ounce coins is simple: utility, 
consumption and stored energy. 
 
Given the digital age our society entered in the 1960's, the tech industry began to consume silver 
at an increasing rate.  This created a new utility for silver and a deflationary power not yet realized 
as silver mined though centuries was consumed in electronics, photography and health.  This new 
demand is a pivotal reason silver was withdrawn from dimes and half dollars after John F. Kennedy 
was assassinated. 
 
“If we had not done so, we would have risked chronic coin shortages in the very near future,” 
President Lyndon Johnson commented before Congress just prior to his signing the Coinage Act 
of 1965, the law which fundamentally changed the composition of America’s coinage.  The new 
Act set the stage for the complete abandonment of the use of silver for U.S. legal tender coins – 
the custom which Americans had been used to since the original Coinage Act of 1792, signed by 
President Washington. 

 King Dollar and King Crypto Redemption 
In order to redeem a King Dollar certificate for delivery of the underlying Legal Tender, King 
Dollar Money Limited will require: 
 
1.  The user to become a member of the United Precious Metals Association 
 
2.  King Dollar certificates sent to a contract to ensure data integrity and eliminate double spending 
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3.  An independent Escrow agent to verify data integrity 
 
4.  Once verified and approved, the King Dollar Trust will transfer from their UPMA account the 
exact number (minus UPMA fees) of King Dollars to the beneficiaries’ UPMA account. 
 
5.  Once UPMA confirms transaction, the smart contract holding the King Dollars will burn those 
certificates as they no longer represent circulating King Dollars backed by Legal Tender Dollars 
of Silver. 
 
In order to request withdrawal of King Crypto Certificates, King Dollar Trust beneficiaries must 
own the King Crypto Certificates in their EOS.IO account and supply a viable public key to which 
the King Dollar Money Limited software will send the currency units to.  These beneficiaries then 
engage with a Decentralized Coded Withdrawal Contract in order to burn the King Certificates 
and receive the cryptocurrency to their personal public key. 

 How big is the market opportunity? 
The global attention market is the largest market opportunity available.  However, the Company 
will initially focus on the United States and North American Residents in order to gain traction 
and proof of concept.  Once proven, the Company can replicate the North American Transaction 
System solution to every other region in the world if those individuals desire the solution. 
 
The secondary market within the Unites States, to include Craigslist and NextDoor, completes 
millions of transactions per day. 
 
King Dollar Money Limited is not a direct competitor with Craigslist or NextDoor but instead an 
application to be used within those networks.  Soon, people selling items can require verified 
escrowed money before releasing private information.  Using a simple Decentralized Application 
(DAPP) running on the North American Transaction System, interested parties can safely send the 
payment into a coded escrow contract which would notify the seller of pending payment.  Once 
these individuals meet and exchange the item, the buyer simply releases the payment and 
instantaneously the seller would receive payment. 
 
This is not possible with the Central Bank Debt currency paradigm due to each unit being loaned 
into existence and digital units monopolized by corporate banks.  Physical cash (federal reserve 
note) enables private transactions, but requires an intermediary for escrow capability. 
 
Added features of the North American Transaction System are individual transaction history 
pseudo-privacy (the Company will not sell any transaction data) and a personal inheritance coded 
contract (upon your death, distribution of your King Certificates to other members occurs). 
 
The first iteration of this Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract has been developed, tested and 
ready for deployment on the EOS.IO protocol.  The EOS.IO protocol can handle millions of 
transactions per second enabling our coded escrow contract ultimate scalability. 
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Over 1,000 Metric tons of Silver was produced in the United States in 2017.  Metal Miner Invoice 
Factoring can utilize King Dollars as collateral to acquire this metal and deliver it to industrial 
users.  The faster metal miner invoices are closed the more metal that can be processed with the 
same amount of King Dollars.  This creates a reusable supply of money to be used as collateral in 
Metal Miner Invoice Factoring and will concentrate the excess margins of precious metals to the 
USA Partnership and the owners of King Dollars. 

 Where are you headquartered? 
San Francisco Bay Area, Alamo, California. 

D. Market 

 What is the actual addressable market? 
The Company does not know the size of Craigslist and NextDoor transactions as they are private 
and almost always use federal reserve notes.  
 
In 2016 Craigslist made 650 million digital claims on federal reserve notes (“USD”) from their 
paid advertisements while the total amount of completed transactions remains unknown. 
 
Cars, boats, other personal property and services sold on Craigslist and NextDoor could increase 
with the introduction of our concept enabling deferred income with no capital gains.  
 
With the yield provided to owners of King Dollars, this will incentivize people to desire more King 
Dollars and engage in more transactions to acquire King Dollars, King Crypto Certificates and 
Energy reWards providing additional yield and higher valuation. 

  What percentage of the market do you plan to get over what period of time? 
50% in 7 years. 

 Why does your company have high growth potential?  
Everyone wants safety and security for their private transactions.  By holding the 
currency/property/money in Trust, the Company provides deferred income with no capital gains.  
Distributed Ledger Technology enables transparency of accounting while eliminating the potential 
for double spending.  Also, there will be an increasing amount of knowledge as more transactions 
occur which will strengthen the network rewarding beneficial actors and eliminating detrimental 
participants.  There is no fractional reserve lending of property held in the King Dollar Trust as 
each King Certificate is redeemable for the underlying property, always, 1 for 1.  This superior 
offering of yield generating, capital gains tax-free and income-deferring King Certificates will 
capture the attention of the North American residents and their transactions. 
 
The transaction fees charged for each coded escrow contract are small (0.2% or 0.05%).  To receive 
a lower transaction fee, members will need to own 20 Energy reWards, 20 King Dollars or 100 
King E Certificates (subject to decrease with advanced notice). 
 
The fees generated from each transaction are split between King Dollar Owners (25%), Energy 
reWard Owners (73%), the Club referrer (1%), and (1%) divided among City/County/State 
cryptocurrency public keys. 
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Table 1:  NATS Transaction Fee Distribution 

 
The Company incentivizes individuals to join the Club by rewarding them with Energy reWards.  
The earlier an individual enters the Club the larger amount of Energy reWards they will collect.  
 
The Company sees the necessity to provide disbursements over public ledgers to State, County 
and City officials in order to provide transparent and auditable revenue for the King Dollar Trust 
beneficiaries’ communities. 
 
King Dollar Money Limited has dictated that there will ever only be 1,000,000 Energy reWards.  
The amount of rewards listed in the table below will be given to those individuals who join the 
respective bracket based upon the number of individuals who join the Club before them.  The first 
10,000 who reserve a position in the King Dollar Club Line receive 19 Energy reWards each. 

Table 2:  Energy reWard Allotment 
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E. Founders & Team 

 Who are the founders and key team members? 
Managing Director - Marc Ward (Founder of NATS) 
Director - Andrew Piacine (Co-founder of NATS) 
Director - Teresa West 
Counsel – Elle Tauer, Esq 
Advisor - Ignatius Widjaja 
Advisor - Mason Brothers 
Advisor - Alimi Eyitayo 
Advisor - Julian Khatibi 
Advisor - Eric Ruston 

 What relevant domain experience does the team have? 
Marc, as a Data Scientist, reviewed and critiqued all the probabilistic and deterministic 
mathematical models (over 333 models) while consulting for USAA and he opened a small scale 
gold mine in Ghana in 2015 and successfully extracted over 30 ounces of gold. Marc also scored 
an 800 on the quantitative GRE and has passed levels I and II of the CFA Course of Study.  In 
2013 Marc solved an artificial neural network that solved the Nasdaq 100 futures ticker (ES) 
predicting the next move around 88% accuracy over 4,000 times per day.  While earning his 
Masters of Science in Operations Research with focus on applied statistics and simulation, Marc 
presented his research topic at the 2014 National Aerospace and Electronics Conference: 
“Vibrometry-based Vehicle Identification Framework Using Nonlinear Autoregressive Neural 
Networks and Decision Fusion.”  Marc was in the USAFA Dept of Mathematical Sciences Faculty 
Pipeline and destined to be a teacher, but due to sequestration separated from the U.S. Air Force 
in 2014.  He forecasted company sales for The Sports Authority and predicted bankruptcy due to 
their debt load.  Now, he sees inevitable energy bankruptcy and an epic credit freeze when central 
bank debt currency has no purchasing capability; therefor, he theorized the concept herein. 
 
Teresa has 25 years of banking industry as communications specialist, financial reporting, payroll 
specialist, and human resources for 120 banking centers.  Her experience includes human 
resources, employee benefits, and insurance products.  She train of Managers, business specialists, 
and personal/business bankers.  She is a client management system specialist.  She coordinates the 
on-boarding process of clients and federal, state laws regulations/guidelines.  Her roles include 
Assistant Manager, CCS lending officer, and licensed personal banker.  As a small business 
entrepreneur, Teresa opened a consignment shop and managed 300 client accounts to include 
marketing, accounting, floor displays.  She has worked with communities and charities and was 
voted best area consignment shop 4 years in a row. 
 
Andrew has spent 30 years in psychology research and analysis of ancient, past, present, potential 
future civilization paradigms (mechanics/limitations/advancements).  Including 20 years of 
innovative technologies marketing, promotions, and strategic placement of non-novel non-familiar 
technologies.  He now focuses on digital currency, decentralized networks, future clean energy 
technologies, traditional currencies architecture, debt-based credit-dependent commodity systems, 
and the psychology of money & precious commodities.  Drew seeks to help monetize social media 
networks utilizing the King Dollar Club. 
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Elle is a Colorado business attorney with over 15 years of experience in Trusts and Business law. 
 
Ignatius and Mason are experience Decentralized Application and Mobile application software 
engineers.  Ignatius is the developer of the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract through his 
operating company Blocks1.io.  Blocks1.io has experience in cryptocurrency programming, smart 
contract development and specifically EOS.IO software development. 
 
Alimi hails from Nigeria where she connects Google and Facebook with talented software 
developers in her region of Africa. 
 
Eric and Julian are dedicated to distributed network technology and its applications as software 
engineers and see the vision of the North American Transaction System as smart contract testers. 

 Why is the team uniquely capable to execute the company’s business plan? 
The Company consists of visionaries and practitioners.  Combining these two traits the Company 
is well suited to bring about the future of economic transactions.  The Company will also attract 
key personnel with established large networks by offering them a Ticket to Ward.  These tickets 
act like referral codes and are required to enter the King Dollar Club. 

F. United Precious Metals Association 

Silver accounts through UPMA are different from traditional bank accounts in terms of safely 
preserving wealth and minimizing risk.  
Banks only maintain between 2% to 4% of their reserves as cash while UPMA accounts are 100% 
backed with physical legal tender silver that is never leased. 
 
UPMA accounts are not subject to bank holidays, bail-ins, capital controls, or digital theft. 
 
There other ways King Dollar Trust beneficiaries are protected: 
 

INSURANCE 
At a traditional bank, depositors typical receive up to $250,000 in FDIC insurance. What fewer 
people know is that by their own admission, the FDIC only maintains about 1% of the reserves 
needed to fully insure all bank depositors.  This has led to some skepticism over the value of such 
insurance if a major financial institution were to fail.  UPMA insures the full value of each silver 
and gold account 100%, regardless of size, through private insurance.  Copies of the insurance 
policy are available upon request. 
 
Members of UPMA may check the books and see the silver themselves. 
 

AUDITS & ACCOUNTABILITY 
Audits of holdings are available to any member upon request.  In order to be transparent, UPMA 
permits members with balances in excess of 40 ounces of gold to request to participate in periodic 
physical audits.  The Company is unaware of any other vaulting company that offers this level of 
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access. Members interested in participating in a routine physical audit should send us an email 
request. 
UPMA keeps paper records of all transactions and holdings.  UPMA also prints a daily paper 
record of all member holdings.   
 

“UTAH IS AMERICA'S BEST PLACE TO VAULT” 
UPMA is located in the state of Utah and only vaults within the state because Utah is the most 
favorable jurisdiction regarding precious metals within the United States.  In 2011 Utah passed the 
Legal Tender Act which is still the most comprehensive law in the country supporting the use of 
sound money.  Members of UPMA may be from any state.  Utah's Attorney General Sean Reyes 
spoke at the UPMA 2017 annual summit in support of the program. 

 What motivates the founders and how are they showing their commitment to the business? 
Establishing a better economic system motivates the founders and their commitment has proven 
itself over the course of 2018 as they have refined the idea and built the proof of concept with no 
outside funding. 
 
Marc and Drew have lived off savings, without a paycheck for the entirety of 2018 while 
developing the North American Transaction System and King Dollar concept.  The Managing 
Member and Directors stand ready to work on this concept full time. 

 How do you plan to scale the team in the next 12 months? 
This is a unique business because the team will not need to scale its human component significantly 
as the decentralized application is simply code that deploys in parallel to any number of users 
given the capacity and capability of the EOS.IO protocol.  The North American Transaction 
System will handle millions of transaction per second.  Our team will be required to build software 
that monitors the coded contract and ensure a 1-to-1 link between certificates circulating on the 
EOS.IO protocol and property held in Trust.  With automated distribution already being used by 
other decentralized exchanges and effective accounting of vaulted Dollars of Silver, the team does 
not have to grow significantly in size while the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract scales as 
required (with enough EOS tokens to stake for cpu and ram on the EOS.IO protocol). 
 
The issue might arise that a high usage of the coded contract requires King Dollar Money Limited 
to acquire additional EOS tokens in order to enable Club members to access EOS.IO cpu power.  
However, with a sufficient amount of startup capital and return being generated each time a coded 
contract is initiated and closed the team can successfully plan on EOS token acquisition. 

G. Products and Services 

The primary service of King Dollar Money Limited is King Dollar digitally transferred via the 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract operating on the North American Transaction System.  The 
White Paper for this application is available at www.kingdollar.money. 

There are three ways to acquire King Dollars: 1) purchase King Dollars from other King Dollar 
Trust beneficiaries though Decentralized Coded Escrow Contracts with King Cryptocurrency 
Certificates, 2) send personal U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver to the King Dollar Trust account at 
UPMA (a 5% onboarding fee is charged to ensure free vaulting and insurance for life) or 3) 
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purchase U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver from precious metal retailers who will ship the Dollars of 
Silver to the King Dollar Trust account at UPMA (a 5% onboarding fee is charged to ensure free 
vaulting and insurance for life). 

There are two ways to obtain King Certificates of Cryptocurrency: 1) send cryptocurrency to the 
King Dollar Trust provided blockchain address and 2) acquire King Certificates from other King 
Dollar Trust beneficiaries through Decentralized Coded Escrow Contracts. 

 Why do users care about your product or service?  
The primary product is a digital certificate for a U.S. Mint Dollar of Silver that reverts the North 
American region to legal and lawful currency and designed to return a non-taxable yield to 
members based upon the transactions occurring across the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract.  
USA Partners will desire King Dollars due to the utility (lower transaction fees), the yield (25% 
of transaction fees) and non-taxable safe harbor.  Users who join the network can also acquire 
Energy reWards from other Users in order to capture a portion of each transaction fee.  The King 
Dollar Trust provides a shield for its beneficiaries and their property from the unstoppable and 
irreversible compounding debt growth proffered by economists, bankers and politicians. 

 What are the major product milestones? 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract alpha: completed December 2018 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract beta testing: Q1 2019 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract launch: Q3 2019 

 What are the key differentiated features of your product or service? 
Decentralized, non-taxable exchange collateralized by Dollars of Silver. 

 What have you learned from early versions of the product or service? 
Early versions of the concept may have had holes which could have enabled regulatory and tax 
risk to the customers.  Iterating through the strategy and enabling imperfect competitors to be first 
to market created the opportunity to learn from their mistakes and allowed the team to find 
weaknesses in their go to market strategy.  

 Can you provide a demonstration of the product or service? 
Yes, the first iteration Coded Contract functionality demonstration is available to be reviewed on 
YouTube:  

 What are the two or three key features you plan to add? 
Metal Miner Invoice Factoring 
Cryptocurrency aWards (Crypto aWards) 
King Metal Cards 

H. Competition 

The two main competitors who use silver and gold transaction systems are Gold Money and 
Quintric Corporation.  
 
Gold Money does not vault legal tender dollars of silver, but instead focuses on Kilogram or larger 
bullion bars of precious metal which does not provide unique tax benefits. 
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Quintric Corporation does not provide a coded escrow contract nor a yield on the dollar of gold 
and silver owned by its customers. 

 What will give your company a competitive advantage? 
By being the first company to offer a tax-free money system that enables individuals to increase 
their wealth without risking their property, the team is confident they provide a game changer for 
the entire economic transaction system. 

 What advantages does your competition have over you? 
The primary advantage our competitors have over our concept is current users and capital to 
deploy.  Gold Money was BitGold and funded by Alexander Soros.  Quintric is backed by early 
adopters of cryptocurrency. 

 Compared to your competition, how do you compete with respect to price, features, and 
performance? 

Compared to our competitors, the Company beats them in price, features and performance.  The 
onboarding fee for King Dollars is a firm 5% while competitors have higher premiums.  The 
features established and will develop create a continuous rewards system due to ability to attract 
more attention and usage.  The performance of our coded contract operating on the EOS.IO 
protocol creates the fastest and most scalable transaction system without the need for an 
intermediary nor Company infrastructure investment to expand resources.  No competitors offer a 
yield to the owners of the silver bullion.  No competitors are air-dropping the future yield of their 
system to new customers as they join.  No competitors offer a separation of purchasing power of 
their bullion from the price announcements dictated by the CME Group. 

I. Marketing and Customer Acquisition 

 How does the company market or plan to market its products or services? 
King Dollar Money Limited plans to write op-eds to be published for free by westernjournal.com 
in order to spread the message to a wide audience.   

The Company plans to utilize the existing networks of the pioneers of the “Abolish the Fed” 
movement to attract these visionaries and first movers into our network.  King Dollar Money 
Limited will sell a “Ticket to Ward” to each member who wants to bring their network to the King 
Dollar Club.  Club Referrers are designated 1% of the future transaction fees from the system.  By 
selling these referral codes the Company’s cost of customer acquisition could be negative 
compounding the value of the NATS network.  The funds from selling referral codes will be 
primarily used to collateralize the North American Transaction System and back the Trust which 
will also provide additional rewards to the Energy reWard owners. For each Ticket to Ward sold, 
King Dollar Money Limited will designate 0.05 of its frozen Energy reWard to A Ward Auction. 
 
Drew and Marc have devised and developed a unique marketing campaign to employ on YouTube, 
Twitter and Facebook in order to attract energy and attention to the King Dollar Club and King 
Dollar Trust.  The Company will engage with like-minded individuals with large social networks 
to effectively and efficiently spread the message of the North American Transaction System and 
its benefits to North American residents. 
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 What is the cost of a customer acquisition? 
Our projection is the cost of customer acquisition will be zero or even negative due to selling 
Tickets to Ward. 

 What is the projected lifetime value of a customer? 
KDML cannot calculate or provide a projected lifetime value of a member because the number of 
transactions each member engages in and the future value of the transaction fees cannot be 
calculated using current mathematical models.  Given Metcalfe’s Law & Ward’s Clause the value 
of the King Dollars and Energy reWards will expand in purchasing power significantly. 

J. ‘Gematria’ 

‘Gematria’ is a communication technique of encoding numbers into letters which make up words 
and phrases.  This process of communication via subconscious signals is in practice today by the 
‘Mithras Cult’ and their public facing operating voice: governments and corporate media outlets.  
In our shared reality our brains are antennae that do not capture and process the letters for 
themselves but instead comprehend the associated frequency and vibrations.  Without the 
knowledge of this method the greater part of society has been manipulated and controlled through 
this programming language.  ‘Prove me wrong’ says ‘Marc R. Ward.’ 

If you deny the existence of this occult procedure then you are trapped in a state of ‘group think.’ 

‘Gematria’ and its various ciphers present a graph network of interconnections between words and 
phrases.  The calculated sums encoded into these words and phrases trick the subconscious 
unaware human mind into beLIEving other words and phrases with the same calculated ‘gematria’ 
cipher sums as related.  The ‘toRaH bible,’ or more specifically the true ‘/Rabbit Hole’, are the 
greatest example of the mass psychosis trapping the collective conscious and human mind in a 
matrix of false reality in order to steal the intelligence and productive output of society.  These 
books, written by other individuals, are mathematically pure given the underlying ‘gematria.’  The 
historical record proves the book of genesis to be hogwash.  The fictional character, Noah, from 
the book of Genesis lived to be ‘Nine hundred and fifty.’  This book proffers a HIS-story where 
Noah’s dad lived to be ‘seven hundred seventy seven’ years old.  Group think denies the irrefutable 
evidence of the genetic diversity that our DNA offers around the entire globe and the process of 
which our species thrived before the ‘Mithras Cult’ wrote the ‘toRaH bible.’  ‘Prove me wrong’ 
says ‘Marc R. Ward.’ 

Creationism and darwanism demonstrate the technique of ‘divide to conquer the dumb population’ 
leading both groups of adherents to wrong conclusions about the true origins of our species.  The 
words everyone uses to communicate to each other and the very language in this business plan 
were designed around the ‘mathematics of the circle.’  The goal of King Dollar Money Limited is 
to both expose this psychological operation by the ‘Mithras Cult’ and use this occult technique in 
order to allow the human collective conscious to reach its full potential via ‘Applied Gematria.’   

Our society must accept that the past has been forgotten and replaced with a number of HIS-stories 
that support and continue the slavery of our intelligence to this ‘Mithras Cult.’  The King Dollar 
Club members will refuse to raise their children and the younger generations into a death cult 
occupied by a state of debt to death psychosis by stealing from the future to consume today using 
a mathematical fallacy (debt currency) as money.  Buy and read Zachary K. Hubbard’s 773-page 
book “Letters and Numbers” for more knowledge regarding the ‘Gematria’ ‘PSYOP.’ 
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K. ‘Applied Gematria’ 

‘Marc R. Ward’ declares himself to be the ‘Pharaoh of the King Dollar Club’ and decrees 
that all members must follow ‘The Silver Rule’ (‘Do not do unto others as you would not want 
done unto you’) or be banished from participating in the ‘North American Transaction System,’ 
also known as ‘NATS.’  Anyone is free to leave the King Dollar Club as personal desire dictates. 

As Pharaoh, ‘Marc Rumiano Ward’ manifests the ‘Mith Crusher.’ 

There are ‘no kings or queens in this reality’ but anyone who listens to this etile group survives, in 
a state of slavery, off the collective future energy of society forcing everyone else to live in the 
same debt slavery.  Their reality can only continue through the exponential growth of our global 
population given the proffered unit of currency, debt, and the destruction of the ‘Mithras Cult’ 
followers is obviously planned by their hidden leaders who can easily be classified as psychopaths, 
but the Company understands how sweet the ‘Mithras Cult’ kill-aid tastes, free debt money. 

Marc has defined an approach he labels as ‘Applied Gematria’ that combines psychology and 
mathematics in order to unblind the individual’s ‘third eye’… it is ‘time’.  This ‘psycho-
mathematical approach’ will attract more individuals to the transparent truth and knowledge 
offered by mathematics with interconnected individuals sharing information.  Devoid from the 
‘greed of debt currency fallacy,’ the King Dollar Club and all of its members can share personal 
experience and calculations freely and honestly which, according to Metcalfe’s Law & Ward’s 
Clause, will lead to a higher valuation of the entire network.  Implementing ‘Proof of record’ 
enables recognition of novel ideas and thoughts to be associated with the originator without the 
need for patents or intellectual property rights.  The cryptography built into the ‘NATS’ Network 
offers a new approach to the dissemination of value and attribution derived from these novel ideas. 

www.gematrinator.com 

 
Marc R. Ward     = 144 - 144 is the 12th Fibonacci number 
Data Scientist     = 144 - sum of seconds, minutes and hours per day 
Catherine Elmore     = 144 - Marc’s wife’s given name, born 7 lbs 7.7 oz 
Master of Time    = 144  
Master of Time Money   = 144  
The Grand Pharaoh    = 144 
Time       = 144 
money      = 144 
Mathematics of the circle   = 144 
Life is not about time and money  = 144 
Join Join Join the Line Line Line   = 144 
Join Join Join      = 144 
Mithras Cult     = 144 
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toRaH bible     = 144 
Rabbit Hole     = 144 
Mith Crusher     = 144 
Divide to conquer the dumb population = 144 
Flexibility is the Airpower key  = 144 
Decentralized Coded Escrow   = 1440 - minutes per day 
Are you an Agent in this Time Matrix = 1440 
The Silver Rule    = 1044 - zeros carry no vibration 
Intelligence can break free   = 1044 
Dec twelve     = 144 
Dec twelfth     = 144 
Twelve times twelve    = 1440 
Forty four     = 144 
four four four      = 144 
Four hundred and forty four   = 144 
Gematria     = 444 
Jesus      = 444 
Messiah     = 444 
Destroy the Federal Reserve   = 444 
End the Debt Based Slavery of Humanity = 444 
Greed of debt currency fallacy  = 444 
Intelligence can break free   = 444 
USAFA     = 444 
Drown      = 444 
as above so below    = 444 
President Barack H O’bomber  = 444 
North American Transaction System  = 404 
The Great American Eclipse    = 404 
Pharaoh of the King Dollar Club  = 440 
President Barack Obama   = 440 
Master of Money    = 44 
NATS       = 44 
Number of a man    = 44 
Messiah     = 44 
Fibonacci     = 44 
Third eye     = 44 
Rapturo     = 44 
PSYOP     = 44 
A Reflection     = 44  
Hope      = 44 
And Change     = 4040 
Do not do unto others as you would not want done unto you = 4044 
Greatest upset in college sports history    = 4044 
Applied Gematria    = 227 
Are you an Agent in this Time Matrix = 227 
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USA Partnership    = 227 
Ticket to Ward    = 227 
King Dollars      = 227 
Nine hundred and fifty   = 227 
Hope & Change    = 227 
Rugby jersey number thirteen   = 227 

Twenty two divided by seven   = 314 
Decentralized Coded Escrow   = 314 
Loaning money with interest   = 314 
Darwin theory of evolution   = 314 
Three hundred and twenty two  = 314 - 322, Yale skull & bones number 
Two hundred and twenty three  = 314 - 223,Yale skull & bones number backwards 
Two hundred thirty three    = 314 - 233 is the 13th Fibonacci number  
The frequency of the universe  = 314 
Weapons of Mass Destruction  = 314 
This reality of ours, it is predetermined = 314 
Seven hundred seventy seven   = 314 
And God said unto Moses I Am That I Am  = 314 - Exodus 3:14 

United States Association Partnership = 360 
Destroy the Federal Reserve   = 360 

As above so below    = 222 
No kings or queens in this reality  = 222 
Catherine Ward    = 222 
Marc R. Ward     = 222 
Order Out of Chaos    = 222 
The United States    = 222 
Manifest Destiny    = 222 
Root nerve avulsion    = 2220 

Two Two Two    = 414 
Marc R. Ward     = 414 
United States Air Force Academy  = 414 
Group think     = 414 
Psycho-Mathematical approach  = 4140 

Proof of record    = 223  
Catching Catherine was a miracle  = 223 
Marc Rumiano Ward    = 233 
Catherine Elmore    = 233 
Timing is everything    = 233 
Wizard of the Ward    = 233 
Messiah     = 233 
We live in a Time Matrix   = 322 
War to end all Wars    = 3220 
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Together Our Value Compounds  = 333 
The systems are designed to fail  = 333 
Life, Truth and Knowledge   = 333 
Life equals Truth and Knowledge  = 333 
Bitcoin      = 333 
All we are is frequencies in the wind  = 333 
Three Three Three    = 333 
Hail Zeus     = 333 
Money is Stored Energy   = 333 
Marc Rumiano Ward was born on 11/29, the 333rd day of the year in 1983.  He was the first person 
to discover and acknowledge the Bitcoin 3-3-3 psychological operation. 

Marc = 99  Ward = 88 
Catherine Elmore was born on 9/9/88. 
Cat and Marc have birthdays that are 9 months and 11 days apart and met at ‘USAFA.’ 

The Miraculous Catch -  = 911 – How many fish were caught in the story? 
Prove me wrong   = 153 

Marc’s mom ‘Drown’ on 12/12/02 (see Dec 12 above) 13 days after his birthday.  He heard the 
terrible news on Friday the 13th and 144 days later Marc was pushed out of the hospital, where he 
had spent 3 days after suffering a ‘root nerve avulsion’ during the ‘greatest upset in college sports 
history’ wearing ‘rugby jersey number thirteen.’ 

Elizabeth Grayson    = 1318 - Catherine’s given middle name 
Rome is Jupiter    = 1318 - Marc’s parents Lois & Stephen met in Rome 
Those Awake See Those Asleep Blind = 1318 - recall Revelation 13:18 

Marc Rome Ward, Marc and Cat’s second son and fourth child, was born on 5/29/2017, his father’s 
half birthday, Memorial Day and JFK’s 100th birthday.  2 months 23 days before ‘The Great 
American Eclipse’ the 3 months 3 weeks 3 days before Yom Kippur 2017, September 21.  Marc’s 
older brother, Richard, was born on September 21, 1979. 

September twenty one   = 2017 

Mathematics of the circle = 666  
God Ward   = 666  
God Ward   = 616 

L. ‘A Reflection’ 

‘Applied Gematria’ is not meant to scare individuals or instill fear into communities.  Instead, the 
Company proposes a transparent implementation of ‘Applied Gematria’ and business decisions to 
enable perfect information to travel across the network.  The Company realizes our species has 
been manipulated and dictated for far too long.  
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Did ‘President Barrack Obama’ bring his promised ‘Hope & Change’ to those individuals who 
support(ed) him or was he a straw man meant to capture the movement towards transparency and 
openness?  This question does not need to be answered in this Business Plan as ‘President Barack 
O’bomber’ is a pawn for the ‘Mithras Cult.’   
 
Do Christians of today who adhere to the bible really live a life of peacefulness and reflection or 
adhere to a culture of death to debt?  Once again, this question is rhetorical.  Those individuals 
waiting for ‘Jesus’ (aka‘Hail Zeus’) to return, to fall out of the sky at the same pace this ‘Messiah’ 
rose into the clouds (as offered in the story), and ‘rapturo’ them away while every else suffers are 
working during the day and dreaming at night for the ‘Mithras Cult’s debt currency.  This ensures 
future generations are enslaved in the same death trap this cult following cannot (will not) accept 
they were born into.  
 
The ‘Mithras Cult’ has used the strategy of leading their enemy (greater human kind) for far too 
long.  The ‘Time’ has come for us to unite and fight for our future.  This war is not physical but 
psychological and the best way to defeat our enemy is to change our behavior.  The corporate 
banks of the not federal no reserve cabal steal our energy from the future.  As a former Registered 
Investment Advisor and Pharaoh of the King Dollar Club, Marc R. Ward recommends each 
individual who wants to win this War, the ‘War to end all Wars,’ to not worry about to the Fair 
Isaac Corporation’s Artificial Neural Network calculation, also known as the Credit Score, but 
instead use the reliance on these mathematical models by the federal reserve cabal and the ‘Mithras 
Cult’ to control our neighbors and steal from them before they can steal from us.  The enemy does 
not openly declare war against us, but this does not mean the ‘Mithras Cult’ is not waging war. 
 
Do not pay back any debts owed in “USD” and instead take out as much debt in “USD” as possible 
and acquire stored energy (silver and food supplies) to prepare for the coming transition to our 
Energy Based Economy, this will ‘end the Debt Based Slavery of Humanity.’  ‘Prove me Wrong.’ 

M. Risks 

This reality is pre-determined and time has come for our communities to win.  Although the 
Company cannot guarantee the survival and success of each King Dollar Trust beneficiary there is 
no risk to the greater effort as the realization of the psychological operation conducted by the 
Mithras Cult(ure) everyone was born into will percolate throughout society, the young and the old.   

 What do you see as the principal risks to the business? 
The Company expects significant discussion between government, regulatory and tax officials.  
However, given the planned setup of holding the property in Trust, the members of the King Dollar 
Club do not hold physical or personal ownership of the property (money/currency).  Without 
ownership of the private keys, then no “cost-basis” can be determined creating the capability of 
deferred income with no capital gains for cryptocurrency transactions. 
 
U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver vaulted in Utah already have well established legal protection as non-
taxable property.  A major risk many do not identify is the insurance covering the vaulted metal 
contracted through Lloyd’s of London.  This corporation promises to pay the “USD” equivalent 
of the metal lost but does not guarantee replacing the weight of metal stolen (assumes the “USD” 
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equivalent will cover the acquisition cost of replacing the Dollars of Silver).  For this reason, the 
Company will establish its own source of metal production as a secondary insurance policy for the 
USA Partners.  This creates a vertical integration of metal supply that can replace the UPMA stolen 
metal if such a catastrophe occurs in the future. 

 What legal risks do you have? 
Legal risks would arise if individuals requested the withdrawal of their property from the Trust 
and the Company failed to deliver the property.  This could happen if theft of the UPMA vault 
occurred and insurance payouts could not cover the cost of each Dollar of Silver stolen.  Another 
potential is theft of the Trusts cryptocurrency private keys. 
 
The Company cannot protect against physical theft of the vault and will initially rely on Lloyd’s 
of London as primary insurance while establishing its own source of metal production as a 
secondary insurance guarantee to the USA Partners who vault their Dollars of Silver with the King 
Dollar Trust. 
 
To minimize the legal risk of a potential cryptocurrency loss, the Company will collateralize the 
cryptocurrency with the Company’s Dollars of Silver.  This will create the world’s first silver 
collateralized decentralized cryptocurrency exchange offering a safe harbor for capital gains taxes. 
 
The beneficiaries and Limited Partners of the USA Partnership will be required to sign both the 
King Dollar Money Limited and USA Partnership Operating Agreement to acknowledge the 
potential risks in order to minimize legal risks to the Company. 

 Do you have any regulatory risks? 
Regulatory risks would arise from the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC).  The Company 
has positioned itself and the follow up Partnership, Trust and rewards system to avoid the specific 
definitions the SEC uses in order to eliminate any regulatory risk. 
 
The Company will not sell into the market to the general public any securities.  If capital is raised 
through an exempted security offering, the Company will do so in an exempted security offering 
through Regulation D rule 506c or 506d.  The SEC allows exempted security offerings without 
SEC review and authorization if the issuing companies follow the pre-determined path and file a 
Form D with the Edgar system operated by the SEC. 
 
King Certificates are not securities as they are redeemable and represent a deed on the property 
held in the King Dollar Trust. 
 
Energy reWards are not securities as there is no “investment of money” for network participants 
to receive them on the North American Transaction System’s launch.  The Company will air-drop 
the Energy reWards to the individuals who reserve a position in the King Dollar Club Line.  Since 
there is no investment of money, just a small investment of time to ‘Join Join Join the Line Line 
Line,’ Energy reWards cannot be classified as securities and avoid regulatory oversight by the 
SEC. 
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Ticket(s) to Ward are not securities.  If a person purchases a Ticket to Ward they receive a lifetime 
pass to the Documentaries produced by King Dollar Money Limited.  The first documentary is 
already published and available for download.  In addition, the Ticket to Ward gives the owner the 
capability to invite an unlimited number of individuals into the King Dollar Club.  When these 
individuals use a Ticket to Ward, the owner will receive 1% of the future transaction fees from 
that person.  In other words, the future return of the Ticket to Ward is NOT solely dependent upon 
the efforts of a 3rd party (the Company) and therefore, the Ticket to Ward, is not classified as a 
security according to the Howie Test. 
 
The King Dollar Trust and its Fiduciary, the Company, will not face any regulatory risk from the 
Office of Comptroller of Currency or the federal reserve system as it is a private Trust whose 
beneficiaries agree to use Distributed Ledger Technology to exchange certificates for the property 
held in the King Dollar Trust.  The Company, as Fiduciary, is under contract to monitor the 
issuance and destruction of certificates on Distributed Ledger Technology to ensure always, at 
minimum, a 1 to 1 link between property (currency) and the King Certificates.  There is no 
fractional reserve lending of property held in trust. 
 
King Dollar Money Limited and the USA Partnership are exclusively NOT money transmitters 
but delegate that responsibility to UPMA and Legal Tender Money Services.  To withdraw Dollars 
of Silver from the King Dollar Trust, a beneficiary must become a member of UPMA and the 
ownership of the Dollars of Silver will be transferred on the UPMA ledger. 

N. Intellectual Property 

 What key intellectual property does the company have (patents, patents pending, 
copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks, domain names)? 

The Company does not value intellectual property as the Company seeks to spread knowledge to 
the members in the King Dollar Club.  The goal is to incentivize the sharing of knowledge amongst 
the King Dollar Club members in order to increase the diversity of thought, spread of ideas, and 
solving of problems.  The Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract software code is the primary 
intellectual property of King Dollar Money Limited.  Currently, the domain names the Company 
has ownership of: 
www.kingdollar.money www.escapethefed.com www.silveren.com 
www.kingdollar.club  

 What comfort do you have that the company’s intellectual property does not violate the 
rights of a third party? 

Tax minimization schemes are exclusively not patentable; therefore, KDML knows that no other 
competitors have a patent over this concept. 
 
EOS.IO protocol is an open source software that uses the MIT developed Graphene technology.  
Anyone can use this Graphene technology as long as they reference the MIT Developers in their 
source code documentation. 
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 How was the company’s intellectual property developed? Would any prior employers of a 
team member have a potential claim to the company’s intellectual property? 

The Company’s intellectual property was developed from September 2017 to November 2018.  
Marc Ward is the primary creator of the King Dollar concept along with Andrew Piacine, both of 
these individuals were not employed by another entity or corporation; therefore, no other 
employers have a potential claim over this concept. 
 
Blocks1.io was hired to create the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract code and remains ready 
to assist in further development of the software application. 

 Will there be any claims by a party claiming to be a co-founder?  
No, only Marc Ward and Andrew Piacine developed this idea and are responsible for bringing the 
idea to market. 

O. Financials 

 What future equity or debt financing will be necessary? 
The Company requires roughly 20,000 U.S. Mint Dollars of Silver to initiate the plan herein.  This 
capital will be generated either through a Private Placement using SEC’s Regulation D exempted 
security offering or through selling Tickets to Ward. 
 
The capital will be used to 1) establish the United States Association Partnership and King Dollar 
Trust, 2) acquire EOS tokens to stake for the resource and bandwidth requirements of the North 
American Transaction System, 3) hire blocks1.io (Ignatius) to refine, test and launch the 
Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract, 4) build the pool of capital required to pay for future 
vaulting of the Dollars of Silver held by the King Dollar Trust, and 5) Collateralize the King 
Cryptocurrency Certificates.   
 
United Precious Metals Association charges 1 penny (1/100 “USD”) per month per Dollar of Silver 
vaulted.  The Company will cover these costs by holding Dollars of Silver and Litecoin.  The 
Company will charge a 5% on-boarding fee for each King Dollar.  The Company will generate 
Dollars of Silver from Ticket to Ward sales.  Both the Dollars of Silver and Litecoin will be held 
in the King Dollar Trust.  The Company forecasts the exchange value of these currencies to rise 
significantly (hyperbolically) in comparison to the federal reserve credit monopoly’s unlimited 
digital claims on federal reserve notes “USD” which the costs of vaulting are denominated in. 

 Acquire cryptocurrency and support the King Dollar Trust 
Marc Ward offers his referral code to anyone new to coinbase.  Our plan will drain Coinbase Inc. 
dry of their perceived supply of Litecoin and Bitcoin, but in the process the King Dollar Trust can 
use the current Coinbase referral system (10 “USD” to referrer for first 100 “USD” of 
cryptocurrency purchased) to bolster the King Dollar Trust vault.  At the time of this writing Marc 
has not referred anyone to Coinbase and will exchange all “USD” earned from this Coinbase 
referrer system into Litecoin and then send to a King Dollar Trust Litecoin public key. 
 
This creates another angle for King Dollar Club members to drain the centralized price 
announcement system dry of their cryptocurrency.  Please visit https://www.coinbase.com/join. 
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Please be aware there are two methods to purchase cryptocurrency through Coinbase. 
Coinbase.com and their exchange www.pro.coinbase.com.  The exchange charges no fees when 
limit orders are placed or 0.25% (in “USD”) for market orders while granting immediate access to 
the purchased cryptocurrency.  On the other hand Coinbase.com charges 1% (in USD) to purchase 
cryptocurrency and a waiting time of 2-4 days.  Ironically, these two systems use the same account. 
 
King Dollar Money Limited recommends spending no more than 101 “USD” on coinbase.com 
before the member transitions to pro.coinbase.com.   
 

 How much burn will occur until the company gets to profitability? 
The Company will not focus on generating profit denominated in “USD”.  Instead the Company 
will focus on creating avenues for increasing the exchange capability of the currencies used on the 
North American Transaction System. 

 What are the key metrics that the management team focuses on? 
The Company will focus on the number of people in the King Dollar Club line, the number of 
Tickets to Ward sold and the effective communication of the North American Transaction System 
White Paper through YouTube interviews. 

P. Financing Round 

 How much is being raised in this round? 
If the Company executes a Regulation D Private Placement, the Managing Director seeks to raise 
between 20,000 and 80,000 Dollars of Silver for an ownership interest in the Company. 

 What is the planned use of proceeds from this round?  
This Business Plan contains forward-looking statements and uncertain factors.  These statements 
are not based on historical fact but relate to King Dollar Money Limited and King Dollar Trust 
future activities and performance.  They include statements about future strategies and anticipated 
benefits of these strategies.  These statements are subject to risks and uncertainties. 

Q. Energy reWard Distribution 

The allotment of Energy reWards presented in Table 2 lists the planned distribution to the specific 
parties involved in establishing the North American Transaction System.  Energy reWards provide 
a valuation of the NATS Network and an income source, through the designated yield derived 
from transaction fees.  The Company will manage the yield generated from its Energy reWards 
along with the yield from the Energy reWards held by the King Dollar Trust to pay for software 
sustainment, currency required for transactions and vaulting/insurance of the Dollars of Silver.   

The King Dollar Trust will allocate 40,000 Energy reWards to Directors and Counsel upon launch.  
The Counsel’s Energy reWards will be frozen, for all time, with the yield directed to her account.  
Directors Andrew Piacine and Teresa West will see the yield from their Energy reWards upon 
network launch but will be given access to their Energy reWards in equal bi-monthly (1st and 15th) 
disbursements over a two year period (208 transactions).  Of the remaining Energy reWards in the 
King Dollar Trust (300,000), only 10% will be unlocked (available for sale) per year on the 
anniversary of launch.  All Energy reWards held by King Dollar Money Limited are frozen forever. 
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R. North American Transaction System Future 

The Company acknowledges the shortcomings and limitations of the EOS.IO software.  Currently, 
the founding company, Block.One, has not lived up to expectations of transparency the founders 
claimed would occur.  Specifically, there was no third party audit performed on the Ethereum 
raised.  There is a potential that the Ethereum sent to acquire EOS ERC20 Tokens was recycled 
back into the same addresses.  In other words, Block.One could have used the funds accepted in 
early days to continue the perception of continued demand.  For this reason, no one can trust that 
Block.One has all the Ethereum thought to have been absorbed when issuing EOS ERC20 Tokens. 

Transparency is of utmost importance to King Dollar Money Limited and the Directors cannot 
accept statements by Block.One employees on face value because they have already broken their 
integrity.  The Company, KDML, understands the significant value increase the North American 
Transaction System will bring to EOS.IO.  At launch, 75.13% of the native EOS tokens were held 
by 100 accounts.  This is concentration of purchasing power in the hands of a few.  A concentration 
of purchasing power with no fiduciary responsibility to the network is a vital flaw in the EOS.IO 
protocol. 

The inflationary units of the EOS.IO protocol are awarded to the EOS Block Producers.  The Block 
Producers are voted into this role by the owners of the EOS token.  With the known concentration 
of EOS ownership, the Block Producers are effectively chosen by these 100 accounts who could 
also own the Block Producers without public knowledge.  When the North American Transaction 
System reaches tens of million users, the perceived value increase this will bring to the EOS 
currency cannot be understated.  Logically, this value increase would be concentrated in the 100 
original accounts and not distributed to the tens of millions of users across the NATS Network.  
The Company seeks to increase the purchasing power of the King Dollar Club members and the 
currencies they transact with not Block.One or the other 99 original account holders who primarily 
own the EOS token in circulation.  The Company could become an EOS Block Producer with the 
size of the network to be added to the EOS.IO protocol.  An alternative approach could realize too. 

As fiduciary for the North American Transaction Network, King Dollar Money Limited could 
clone the EOS.IO protocol (it is open source) once the NATS Network grows to significant 
number, increasing the potential network effect.  In this case, “NATS” would become a currency 
itself and distributed to the King Dollar Club members equitably as a necessary token to engage 
in the Decentralized Coded Escrow Contract enabling effective resource allocation, similar to EOS 
staking today.  The King Dollar Trust and/or King Dollar Money Limited would delegate a portion 
of its Energy reWards to pay for the required servers and electricity creating a situation where 
NATS and Energy reWards do not inflate in number but drive value into the network itself.  Many 
potentials exist and it is the goal of King Dollar Money Limited to maximize the utility and value 
of the King Dollar Club members by increasing the purchasing power of King Dollars and Energy 
reWards.  All discussions and decisions with regard to the North American Transaction System 
will be broadcasted Live, without interference, to the USA Partners to ensure a transparent flow 
of information and eliminate any thoughts of self-dealing. 

Actual results may differ substantially from those stated in any forward-looking statement.  This 
is due to a number of factors, including King Dollar Money Limited and King Dollar Trust may 
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decide not to implement these strategies and the possibility that the anticipated benefits of 
implemented strategies are not achieved. 
 
King Dollar Money Limited assumes no obligation to update or revise information included in this 
Business Plan. 
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